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Scott Adams, author of the Dilbert comic strip, has made a career out of satirizing terrible leadership, mind-
numbing bureaucracy, and workplace degradations.  Among his targets has been personality assessment, 
conducted by fictional HR Director Catbert.  A 2018 strip has the following conversation between Catbert and a 
potential employee:

 CATBERT: All job applicants must take the Catbert personality test to see how well they will fit into our   
 culture.  Studies show the test is twice as reliable as using astrology alone.

 APPLICANT: Astrology has zero reliability.

 CATBERT: You’re not a good fit.

Adams is not alone in questioning personality assessment.  Here is an email from one of our readers: 

I’m not a big fan of filling out those surveys because they can pigeonhole an individual as far as   
personality tests. I participated several years back. Based on the results, you’d think I was completely 
clueless and incompetent at my job! I never felt like the results accurately represented my skill set so 
I choose to let my actions speak for themselves.  Our Board and community seem to be pretty darn 
happy with the results. I’m all about practice over theory defined by those personality tests.

Reasonable people may share that perspective.  As we wrap up Phase II of our study and introduce Phase III, we 
want to step back and clarify why we use personality assessment.

Here is how the American Psychological Association describes personality: 

Personality refers to individual differences in characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving. 
The study of personality focuses on two broad areas: One is understanding individual differences in 
particular personality characteristics, such as sociability or irritability.  The other is understanding how 
the various parts of a person come together as a whole.

Personality study follows two threads: learning about qualities we all share (“generalization”) and measuring 
qualities that are distinctive and that can predict future behavior (“differentiation”). 

Trying to understand patterns of behavior is nothing new.  Personality science traces its roots to Francis 
Galton’s lexical hypothesis from the 19th century.  Galton was a prolific thinker and a writer of over 340 papers 
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and books.  A true polymath, he was, at heart, a statistician who liked to say, “Count wherever you can.”  One 
thing Galton counted was how many English words described aspects of character or personality.  Others 
expanded his research and estimated that 40,000 words in the English language describe fellow human beings.  
Such a rich vocabulary underscores a collectively inherent interest. 

Some anthropologists posit that the primary source of language is the desire to describe people.  In earliest 
societies, humans “in charge” coerced compliance through force and physical power.  Over time, they learned 
instead to use verbal commands and persuasion to get people to toe the line.  Language developed as a means 
for “social grooming.”  Verbal communication enhanced productivity.  Relationships and communities grew.  
And from the beginning, humans’ favorite topic of conversation was each other. 

In one particularly relevant project, researchers studied hundreds of hours of recorded conversation to see how 
much of it entailed people talking about people.  Findings show that between 60% and 70% of conversation was 
just that.  Interestingly, only 5% of the language was deemed criticizing or negative.  We rely on language to 
maintain behavioral norms and expectations.  Even more, we just enjoy talking about each other.  
  

WORDS  

Words that describe people are referred to as “trait” words.  Personality science insists that people don’t have 
traits; rather, trait terms summarize recurring themes in their behavior.  The breakthrough in personality 
science occurred when researchers identified those themes.  When computer power rapidly increased in the 
1970’s and 1980’s, psychologists conducted thousands of surveys about the words people use to describe 
themselves and others and applied factor analysis.  The five themes they identified became known as the Five 
Factor Model of personality: 

Extroversion 
Neuroticism 
Agreeableness 
Conscientiousness 
Openness to Experience 

The Hogan Personality Inventory is based on the Five Factor Model.  (Hogan uses slightly different terms and 
splits extroversion and openness into two factors each, giving it seven factors rather than five.)  Recall that the 
study of personality has two sides—generalization and differentiation.  All cars have wheels (generalization), but 
their size, shape, material, etc., vary from car to car (differentiation). 

Sociology, anthropology, and evolutionary psychology suggest three generalizations about human nature: 

• People always live in groups.  
• Every group has a status hierarchy.  
• Every group has a religion, from which people derive meaning and purpose in their lives. 

Thus, life presents each of us with three overriding themes: (a) how to get along with other people (because we 
live with them); (b) how to attain power, status, and control of resources (more is always better); and (c) how to 
make sense out of our lives. 

Personality psychology is also about how people differ from one another in many ways.  The three 
generalizations—that people want acceptance, status, and meaning—suggest which domains of differences will 
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prove most important.  The first concerns social acceptance and support. The second focuses on the desire for 
status, power, and the control of resources. The third is about finding meaning and purpose in life. 

Finally, it is important to note that there are two definitions of personality—one from the view of the actor 
and another from the view of the observer.  Personality from the actor’s view—your view of you—is identity. 
Personality from observers’ perspectives is reputation.  Though related, identity and reputation are different 
concepts, and they have different implications for assessment. 

The trick, then, is to take what people say about themselves and translate it into what other people say about 
them.  Many personality assessments such as Myers-Briggs measure identity, one’s self-concept.  For that 
reason, they tend to have limited utility.  You already know what you think of you.   

The biggest question, then, is how a self-report assessment—answering questions about yourself—can say 
anything about what other people think about you. 

The answer is simple, yet complex. 

When people respond to items on a personality inventory, they are answering questions from an anonymous 
interviewer.  The result is not really a “self-report.”  Inevitably, they try to manage the interviewer’s impression 
of them.  They are trying to control their reputations.   

Hogan took data from thousands of surveys and compared the two perspectives: what people said about 
themselves and what others said about them.  For example, some people may respond to survey questions by 
claiming they can “get this country moving again” or can “take this school to the next level.”  The researchers 
discover empirically that peers describe these people as egotistical narcissists.  The researchers have not 
measured a trait of narcissism.  They have merely devised a statistical procedure to identify people who will be 
described by their peers as narcissists. 

Personality is therefore measurable.  Responses lie on a continuum from very high to very low.  A person’s 
scores are consistent over time.  Those scores, according to hundreds of validation studies, have predictive 
power. 

When we measure personality in this way, we are measuring probabilities.  Based on the research, people who 
say X are generally described by others as Y, but there is no 1:1 correlation.  First impressions in interviews 
are subjective and certainly not infallible.  They are colored by our biases—about which we are often unaware.  
Having some objective data can help significantly.  

If we agree that personality is real and measurable, the remaining (perhaps controversial) question is whether 
personality measurements can reliably predict behavior.  Here lies the age-old debate over which matters more: 
personality or situation.  Francis Galton, the statistician who counted personality words in the dictionary, also 
coined the phrase “nature vs. nurture.”  

Psychologists refer to “proportion of variability.“  Any particular behavior can present a great deal of variability 
in frequency and severity.  For example, some people rarely get anxious.  Others get anxious every day.  Some 
people are incapacitated by anxiety.  Others are mildly affected.  Most fall somewhere between those extremes.   

What accounts for these differences, or this variability, in the tendency to become anxious?  
Some variability is attributed to circumstances, some to personality differences that influence susceptibility to 
anxiety.    
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To estimate the total variability that we observe in anxiety, or any reaction, researchers use a proportion that 
can range from 0 to 1, which is called the r value. You can think of it as a percentage that runs from 0% to 
100% of the variability in a behavior, where 0% would indicate no observable variability across people and 
100% would indicate that all observable variability in a behavior is due to the variable being studied.  For 
instance, we might look at a group’s Hogan Adjustment scores and compare them to the number of times a 
month the subjects report feeling angry.  This would be a personality influence.  Or we could look at the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average and the amount of stress people report.  This would be a situational influence.  If two 
variables seem to move together, the r value is close to 1 or -1, and there is a high proportion of variability.  If 
not, the r value is close to 0, and there is a low proportion of variability. 

In general, proportion of variability in behavior can be attributed to situation versus personality on a fairly equal 
basis.   In other words, personality characteristics and situational factors account for about the same amount 
of variability in people’s reactions.  We can predict behavior based on personality as effectively as assessing 
someone’s personality based on his or her reactions to situations.   This finding is powerful in the hiring process 
– helping predict the behavior of potential employees. 

The Hogan Development Survey strives to bring situation and personality together.  Time, of course, can be the 
most difficult obstacle in the hiring process.  Based on just a few hours of interviewing, we try to extrapolate 
how people will behave over several years in a dynamic and complex organization.  How will they behave in 
critical, stressful moments that can make or break the organization?  Behavior-based interviewing, simulations, 
and reference work are all important tools in the hiring manager’s kit.  Our Leadership Study has shown that a 
validated, objective personality assessment like Hogan can play a vital role as well. 

WHAT DO WE DO NEXT?  

We have taken a thorough look at how Heads of Schools, on aggregate, operate day-to-day and under stress.  
In Phase III, we will ask our study participants to take the third assessment in the Hogan battery, the Motives, 
Values, and Preferences Index (MVPI).   

The MVPI reveals a person’s core values, goals, and interests.  This information identifies the kinds of 
environments in which people will perform best and the types of cultures they will create as leaders. 
Organizations can use this information to ensure that applicants’ values are consistent with the organizations’ 
values.  The MVPI can also shed light on areas of compatibility and conflict among team members.  The ten 
scales assessed by the MVPI reveal a person’s key drivers—what he or she desires and strives to attain.  
People’s values influence their job and career choices.  People prefer to work with others who share their 
values, in jobs that support those values.  Unlike the HPI and the HDS, the MVPI is aligned more closely to 
identity than to reputation.  Having all three assessments can give a fuller picture of the culture people want to 
create (MVPI), the culture they will create (HPI), and what will get in their way (HDS). 

Our anticipated 2022 calendar for Phase III is:  

• Assessments conducted in the early summer  
• Interviews and data analysis in late summer  
• Serial publication of the results in the fall  

As always, we appreciate your interest and feedback, and we look forward to more conversations about 
leadership, personality, and helping school leaders be the best they can be.  
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